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This report contains a summary status for the PFIS instrument as of Mar 1, 2002, to be used in
the SALT Project Scientist's Report.  A more complete Quarterly Report will be compiled at the
end of March, including a revised schedule and budget.

Optics

Planned optical tasks for this period included

� Final Reassessment of the optical design.  The goal of this task is to see if a system- wide
reoptimization would yield a simpler, less risky optical design.  One promising area, suggested
by an article on BINOSPEC by Harland Epps, is to attempt to trade off the axial color aberration
between the collimator and camera, rather than optimize these separately, as had been done for
the PFIS PDR design.  Axial color is often the dominant aberration in UV refractive optics.  We
have verified that the axial color of the camera and collimator are comparable and of the same
sign, so that they add in the system.  An improvement is therefore very possible.  This task is
behind schedule, but it is now well underway, and will be complete by the end of March, at
which point the design will be frozen until CDR.  

� Optical analyses to support the SALT calibration facility design.  This is done.

� Conceptual opto-mechanical design, including lens mounts and lens coupling.  This was a
noted deficiency at PDR.  We have collected much literature, advice, and previous design
information on this subject.  We are leaning towards a fluid lens coupling with expansion
bladders where thermal effects would lead to large interface volume changes.  We have found
two designs for such systems.  We intend to hire an opto-mechanical consultant to help with the
design and assembly.  This must be finished by June.

� Deciding on the optical fabrication philosophy, ie, will the fabrication tasks of blank
manufacture and curve generation, lens figuring, coating, and assembly be procured separately,
or will some subset of these tasks be handled as a system.  The responses to the preliminary
request for quote indicate a wide range in interests.  We intend to allow for different
philosophies by different vendors by issuing a Request for Proposal with some flexibility. 
Before this is done, we need to better research coating vendors, and establish the lens mounting
design well enough to assess where the assembly of the elements into the lensholders needs to be
done - at the fabrication facility or in Wisconsin.  This must be finished by June, at which time
the RFP will be written and issued.

We will know if the optics task is on schedule in the next quarter - this is the time the optics RFP
should be well enough defined to issue.



Mechanical

Planned optical tasks for this period included

� Establishing the mechanical interface with the PFIP.  The mechanical interface has been agreed
upon with Leon Nel.  It is somewhat different from the PDR assumptions, and has resulted in
more extensive PFIS structural changes than anticipated, but we believe that the result will be a
lighter payload.  The major interface still to be defined is the slitviewer mounting, which is
highly dependent on the PFIP design.  This must be finished in the next two months..

� Finalize the PFIP facility interfaces, ie, power, signals, cooling, and pneumatic.  A preliminary
accounting of these items has been sent to Leon Nel.

� Iterate on the Swales structural design. One iteration has been performed, incorporating the
mechanical interface changes mentioned above, correcting deficiencies in the Swales design
which led to out-of-spec flexure, and saving 25 kg.

� Start mechanism designs.  We have chosen to begin with the waveplate mechanism, which has
the largest change from PDR due to the reduction in the quarterwave plate diameter, which
necessitates putting it on a separate slide.  Also, this mechanism has unique requirements in
speed and accuracy, and occupies a cramped part of the optical design. This task is within a few
weeks of completion.  

The mechanical design is roughly 1/2 month behind schedule.  We hope to make up time now
that the learning curve has been climbed, and decisions which apply system-wide have been
made.  We are also looking at hiring a dedicated draftsperson from a local technical college for
help in producing production mechanical drawings as CDR approaches.

Control

Planned optical tasks for this period included

� Obtaining experience with Labview.  We have purchased two Labview licenses and have been
using them to evaluate motor control designs and learn programming techniques.

� Decide on mechanism control cards, motor drivers, and motors,  We have selected the PXI
chassis from national Instruments, and 4-axis motor control cards.  A purchase order for these is
in preparation. An Oriental stepper motor for the waveplate rotator is being evaluated..   We will
thus soon have a working software/ hardware motor control system which we can use to evaluate
software and hardware performance.

� Decide on placement of electronic boxes, and finalize the interface requirements (cabling,
cooling) that depend on it.  We have tentatively decided to put the PXI chassis and motor drivers
on the instrument, but put as many power supplies as possible on the top hex, together with the
etalon controllers.



The control effort is more or less on schedule.

Partners

� The ICD between PFIS and the detector subsystem has been extensively updated.

� Major purchases of the detector CCD's and two of the three Fabry-Perot etalons have been
made by SAAO and Rutgers, respectively.

Management

Planned optical tasks for this period included

� Maintenance of schedule and budget.  This has been a problem area, since neither the PI nor
Program Manager have been able to devote much time to it.  We have decided to hire a
"management intern" (a Master of Science student in the "Manufacturing Technology
Management" program) to do the data gathering and communication necessary to allow the
planned quarterly assessments to be made more easily.  We have identified a candidate and are
preparing an offer.

� Establish a document numbering scheme and a document library.  We have established a PFIS
web site, http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/.  The PFIS document library, including all numbered
PFIS documents and current SALT documents,  is accessible on the new web site.

Budget

We have analyzed the actual expenditures for Quarter 4, 2001, in an effort to assess the accuracy
of our project budget.

Actual Payments Made  Oct-Dec 2001

OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER QUARTER TOTAL

Salary and Fringe $27,870 $26,499 $27,139 $81,508

Supplies
moving expenses, Smith and
Burgh

$1,074 $1,500

computers, software, phone, etc. $1,906 $1,329 $1,280
SWALES Extension $31,907
Total Supplies $2,980 $33,236 $2,780 $38,996

Capital Equipment



Schneider Optics $3,885
National Instruments $985 $987
Total Capital $3,885 $985 $987 $5,857

Total Payments $34,735 $60,720 $30,906 $126,361

Two deficiencies were found.

1) The Salary and Fringe expenditure was about $10,000 higher than budgeted.  About 1/2 of
this is due to an additional 1/2 time mechanical engineer graduate student helping Mike Smith. 
We will be adjusting this particular staff level periodically as the schedule requires, so it is not
unexpected.  The other 1/2 of the overspend is more worrisome - it is apparently due to an
accounting error in budgeting several of the part-time staff.  We have made a quick estimate of
the delta to the total UW cost resulting from fixing this error.  It is $96,433 (current dollars), or
about $85,000 (base dollars).  This error will be corrected in future budgets

2) The $31,907 expenditure for the final Swales contract payment was inadvertently left out of
the PDR budget.  This error will also be corrected.

Other deltas in the forthcoming budget have been identified:

3) The indirect cost rate was inadvertently escalated in each year by 0.5%.  Reducing these all to
the correct 45.5% will be a net savings of about $30,000

4) The reduced-aperture quarterwave plate reduces waveplate costs to $120,000, a $40,000
savings over the budget.

The following summarizes known deltas in the forthcoming budget:

Salary Accounting error $96,433
Swales payment $31,907
Indirect Cost error ($30,000)
Waveplate savings ($40,000)
-----------------------------------------------
Net $58,340

The first three, totalling roughly $100,000, are one-time accounting errors, which should not
recur now that they have been identified.

We expect an additional roughly $100,000 for the addition of the draftsman and management
intern.  Since this increase is primarily to address deficiencies identified at the PDR, we feel that
this is a justified use of the contingency.

Our current estimate is therefore about $160,000 (current dollars) over the PDR budget (about
140,000 base dollars).  This would be a roughly 4% increase in budget. 



The next quarter could see some additional expenses not in the PDR budget:
- optomechanical consultant
- increases in optics budget (lenses, coatings)


